Introduction

27
Nowadays, digital documents are becoming more and more omnipresent in is its digital version. This method is the result of four years of research 37 that leads to several scientific publication [14, 16, 17, 15] . This paper is a 38 synthesis of this method. We focus on the extraction of primitives that feed 39 the analyzer to optimize the management of combinatory.
40
We have identified two major approaches for document analysis: syntactic 41 and statistical approaches. Choosing one of these two approaches depends 42 on the document type.
43
The syntactic approaches [6, 8, 29, 12, 21 , 22] lean on prior knowledge 44 of the document structure to drive the analysis. They are often based on 45 visual languages for describing this knowledge and generating the analyzer.
46
However, syntactic methods have difficulties to incorporate the uncertainty.
47
The statistical approaches [25, 30, 32 ] provide a better ability to incor- documents needs on the one hand an approach that retains its structure, ie 53 a syntactic approach, and on the other hand an approach that provides a 54 better ability to incorporate uncertainty, ie a statistical approach.
55
In this work, we design a complete system for the sketch interpretation: IMISketch does not always select the first or the best found hypothesis. The 63 associated analysis process is able to take into account the uncertainty.
64
Thanks to the interactivity, the user can be solicited, if needed, by the itives extracted from the image and the manner to analyze them. In this 73 paper we propose some optimizations to reduce it, by addressing these two 74 points. These optimizations are introduced from the phase of segmentation 75 to the analysis. They will lead to the new system IMISketch+.
76
The complete system can be applied to off-line documents (image), as 77 illustrated in this paper (Figure 9 (a)), as well as on-line or vectored docu-78 ments.
79
In the state of the art, one interesting generic approach is the LAD- can be very useful when using a classifier to recognize symbols.
197
To fix ideas, the full plan from which is extracted the Figure 2 is repre- 
Analyzer characteristics
229
The interpretation strategy of structured documents is driven by the a 230 priori knowledge we have on the structural rules of the application domain. This idea is close to the well known LL(k) analysis, where reading the next 239 k tokens enables to choose without ambiguities which rule must be applied.
240
In the same manner, in our two-dimensional analysis, we have to limit the 241 number of token k to explore, i.e. the depth of the analysis. Consequently,
242
contrary to the LL(k) analysis, the exploration of the following tokens does 243 not allow to take a unique decision on the rule to apply, because we volun-
244
tarily limit the value of k. Moreover, sometimes, the grammar is not LL(k)
245
for any k and the analyser meets ambiguities. In those two cases, the process
246
can not be sure to take itself the decision, and may hesitate between several 247 hypotheses. In order to validate the right decision, we propose an analysis 248 process that can, through its decision process, take the right decision or so-
249
licit the user in case of ambiguities. This analyzer is based on the following 250 characteristics:
251
• the expression of a priori structural knowledge of the document through 252 a visual language based on production rules;
253
• a two-dimensional descending breadth first analysis;
254
• a spatial contextual focus of the exploration to limit the combinatorics; 
Steps of the analysis
268
The analyzer tries to match the set of primitives contained in the doc- nodes. Every score determines the adequacy degree to validate a production.
295
It is calculated from each rule. The production score can also be deduced 296 from a classifier. Each branch (hypothesis) is characterized by a score.
297
The breadth-first exploration using a local context of the IMISketch context. Each root is the production rule that would consume this primitive.
304
The number of analysis trees corresponds to the number of possible inter- 
318
In fact, the development of certain nodes in tree analysis is useless. That 319 is why, we present a new approach to build the tree analysis in order to only validate the right root. In this case, since we know the root to be 327 validated, we consider unnecessary to build all the tree analysis,
328
and we can limit the tree development to the direct sons. After 329 validation of this root, these direct sons will be the new roots to 330 build.
331
• If the number of analysis tree roots is greater than 1: (Figure 4(d) 3. develop only roots belonging to the group having the best score. itives. For this we fix this threshold to 10.
346
-the number of complete elements belonging to a branch is less 347 than a second threshold. We can fix a threshold to 3 for the 348 architectural plans. 
Making the decision 378
Once the tree is well constructed, we start the decision phase. the same rule production), the user intervention is required.
398
The decision is not limited only to validate the correct root but can also vali-399 date directly a part of the branch (hypothesis), for accelerating the analysis.
400
In general, if the direct son of a node is unique, the validation of this node 
Implementation of IMISketch
409
In this section, we describe the implementation of our interactive analysis 410 method (IMISketch) and illustrate it on 2D handwritten architectural plans. is used for an '&', whereas a fuzzy disjunction (t-conorm) is used for an '|'.
425
Once again, the resulting degree is normalized to avoid giving an advantage 426 to productions with less DSC. 
434
|PS| is the number of production in the considered branch (referred PS). ρ P i 435 is calculated by Equation 1.
436
ρ P S = (
A production rule can call an external classifier to recognize the symbols.
437
In our application context, the classifier is used for the recognition of the (Table 1( P6-P8) ).
448
By applying the production rules described in Table 1 to a set of segments 449 extracted from an architectural plan (Figure 5(a)) , we obtain the analysis 450 tree illustrated in Figure 5(c) . In the next step, the local context is shifted 451 (Figure 5(b) ). We then obtain tree analysis described in Figure 5(d) . Despite 452 this example is quite simple, these two analysis trees contain 28 nodes.
453
Now, we integrate the new polygon primitive. We add production rules 454 illustrated in Table 1(P6-P8 ). To interpret the segment 1, the analyzer de-455 Table 1 : Example of production rules used for the architectural plans using segments (Ps-P5) and using polygons(P6-P8) termines the local context (Figure 6(a) ) and builds the tree analysis shown 456 in Figure 6 (c). In the next step, the segment 2 will be interpreted, the local 457 context associated with this segment is illustrated in Figure 6 (b) and the 458 new tree analysis is described in Figure 6(d) . Thanks to the chaining of seg-459 ments in polygons, we can reduce the combinatorics to 50%. We went from 460 28 nodes to 14 nodes.
461
We have shown in this section, the impact of using the chaining of seg- 
465
The use of polygons as a primitive not only reduces the combinatorics 466 for structural recognition but also guarantees a better shape recognition for 467 obtained symbols through a more accurate representation of its constituents.
468
Indeed, once the symbol is well recognized structurally, all the segments 469 forming the symbol (the segments that are primitive and chained segments 470 forming the polygon) will be forwarded to the classifier to label the symbol.
471
Indeed, once the symbol is well structurally recognized, all the segments of 472 symbol (the segments that are primitive and chained segments forming the 473 polygon) will be transmitted to the classifier to label this symbol.
474
Once the tree analysis is explored, the analyzer starts the final phase: the 475 decision making. In this phase, illustrated in the next section, the user may 476 be solicited for removing ambiguities. the fact to interact with user. We focus on "when" the interpretation process 491 solicits the user. "How" to interact will be the subject of our future work. 
506
The experiments were carried on 69 handwritten architectural plans of 
514
Concerning the recognition rates (cf. Figure 9(b) 
32
(image with index 67). We note, in Figure 9( Figure 10) show that the structural recognition rate increase 567 from 91% without user solicitations to 96% with user solicitations.
568
We can notice that the best compromise (recognition rates/user solicita- furniture, quotes, etc.). We will also validate the criteria of acceptability and 597 usability of the system by doing usage tests that will be conducted in collabo-598 ration with experts from the Loustic laboratory (http://www.loustic.net/rennes).
599
